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The Dice Man
Listing more than 700 casinos in 36 states, this bestselling guide is jampacked with detailed information and includes 150 coupons providing more
than $1,000 in savings. Consumable.
Recently single, Danny Wallace was falling into loneliness and isolation.
When a stranger on a bus advises, "Say yes more," Wallace vows to say yes
to every offer, invitation, challenge, and chance. In Yes Man, Wallace
recounts his months-long commitment to complete openness with profound
insight and humbling honesty. Saying yes takes Wallace into a new plane of
existence: a place where money comes as easily as it goes, nodding a lot
can lead to a long weekend overseas with new friends, and romance isn't as
complicated as it seems. Yes eventually leads to the biggest question of all:
"Do you, Danny Wallace, take this woman . . ." Yes Man is inspiring proof
that a little willingness can take anyone to the most wonderful of places.
In the long, fabled history of Rome, never was there one more adored -- yet
more feared -- than Gaius Julius Caesar. Invincible on the field of battle, he
commands the love and loyalty of those who fight at his side and would
gladly give their lives for his glory. Yet in Rome there are enemies
everywhere orchestrating his downfall and disgrace. Fanatical rivals like
Cato and Bibulus would tear Rome asunder just to destroy her greatest
champion -- using their wiles, position, and false promises to seduce others
into the fold: vacillating Cicero, the spineless Brutus ... even Pompey the
Great, Caesar's former ally. But only ill fortune can come to the "Good Men"
who underestimate Caesar. For Rome is his glorious destiny -- one that will
impel him reluctantly to the banks of the Rubicon ... and beyond, into
triumphant legend.
25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION • An epic novel of the violence and depravity
that attended America's westward expansion, Blood Meridian brilliantly
subverts the conventions of the Western novel and the mythology of the
Wild West—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road
Based on historical events that took place on the Texas-Mexico border in
the 1850s, it traces the fortunes of the Kid, a fourteen-year-old
Tennesseean who stumbles into the nightmarish world where Indians are
being murdered and the market for their scalps is thriving.
Dave Gorman's Googlewhack Adventure
A Usefully Short Guide to Software Pricing
The Wonderful and Frightening World of The Fall
The Dice Cup
A comprehensive and moving biography of Max Jacob, a brilliant cubist poet who lived
at the margins of fame. Though less of a household name than his contemporaries in
early twentieth century Paris, Jewish homosexual poet Max Jacob was Pablo Picassoʼs
initiator into French culture, Guillaume Apollinaireʼs guide out of the haze of symbolism,
and Jean Cocteauʼs loyal friend. As Picasso reinvented painting, Jacob helped to
reinvent poetry with compressed, hard-edged prose poems and synapse-skipping verse
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lyrics, the product of a complex amalgamation of Jewish, Breton, Parisian, and Roman
Catholic influences. In Max Jacob, the poetʼs life plays out against the vivid backdrop of
bohemian Paris from the turn of the twentieth century through the divisions of World
War II. Acclaimed poet Rosanna Warren transports us to Picassoʼs ramshackle studio
in Montmartre, where Cubism was born; introduces the artists gathered at a seedy bar
on the left bank, where Max would often hold court; and offers a front-row seat to the
artistic squabbles that shaped the Modernist movement. Jacobʼs complex
understanding of faith, art, and sexuality animates this sweeping work. In 1909, he saw
a vision of Christ in his shabby room in Montmartre, and in 1915 he converted formally
from Judaism to Catholicism̶with Picasso as his godfather. In his later years, Jacob
split his time between Paris and the monastery of Benoît-sur-Loire. In February 1944,
he was arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Drancy, where he would die a few days
later. More than thirty years in the making, this landmark biography offers a compelling,
tragic portrait of Jacob as a man and as an artist alongside a rich study of his
groundbreaking poetry̶in Warrenʼs own stunning translations. Max Jacob is a
nuanced, deeply researched, and essential contribution to Modernist scholarship.
What happens when one of America's biggest rock stars leaves the Las Vegas stage to
run for the United State Senate? The ultimate celebrity candidate, Tyler Sloan is no
stranger to politics - his estranged father was a California governor who narrowly lost a
Presidential campaign. He runs as a political independent, refuses campaign
contributions, and dismisses special interests and lobbyists. Sloan is caught in a
political campaign fraught with; sexual scandal, corruption and conflicting loyalties. Will
he be able to navigate through political turbulence and his own past to win the race?
The latest in the New York Times bestselling Sunny series brings Sunny into a sink-orswim summer, where she needs to float her first job and dive into her first maybeflirtation. It's summer, and Sunny is BORED. Most of her friends are out of town. Her
mom wants her to baby-sit way more than Sunny wants to baby-sit. There's nothing
good on TV. The only place that's cool (in a not-boring sense) and cool (in a not-hot
sense) is the community pool. Sunny loves going there . . . and loves it even more
when she's offered a job at the snack shack. Soon she's flinging fries and serving soft
ice-cream like a pro . . . with the assistance of the very sweet boy who works with her.
Sunny's mom isn't sure Sunny should be quite so independent. But Sunny is definitely
sure: Life is best when it's free swim.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the
Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be
found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist
can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know
about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and
addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your
fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or in some
other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these
places move, or go out of business and new business places are started giving added
employment to members of our race.
War Against the Mafia
The Alchemist
Epic of the Kaurava Clan -ROLL OF THE DICE
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Caesar
The Dice House
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED
ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE
FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S
“BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT
Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of
America’s racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed
the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST
MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post •
People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound
work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the most
intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea
of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and
men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and
murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live
within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from
its burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in
a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences,
from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from
his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American
plunder. Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally
charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts
our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
The cult classic that can still change your life...
From Andrew Dice Clay, the “Undisputed Heavyweight Comedy King,” comes the unapologetic
and uncensored autobiography fans have been waiting for. Andrew Dice Clay’s raw and
uncensored stand-up comedy has shocked and entertained audiences for decades and continues to
do so to this day. When he released his debut album, Dice, in 1989, the parental advisory label
simply read “Warning: This album is offensive.” His material stretched the boundaries of
decency and good taste to their breaking point, and in turn he became the biggest stand-up comic
in the world. But Dice’s meteoric rise and spectacular fame brought on a furious backlash from
the media and critics. By the mid-nineties, though still playing to packed audiences, the turmoil in
his personal life, plus attacks from every activist group imaginable, led him to make the decision
to step out of the spotlight and put the focus on raising his boys. The Diceman was knocked down,
but not out. Taking inspiration from what Frank Sinatra once told him—“You work for your
fans, not the media. The media gets their tickets for free”—Dice has bounced back with critically
acclaimed roles and is once again playing to sold-out audiences. Filled with no-holds-barred
humor and honesty, The Filthy Truth sets the record straight and gives fans plenty of neverbefore-shared stories from his career and his friendships with Howard Stern, Sam Kinison,
Mickey Rourke, Sylvester Stallone, Axl Rose, and countless others.
THE MAHABHARATA ENDURES AS THE GREAT EPIC OF INDIA. But while Jaya is the
story of the Pandavas, told from the perspective of the victors of Kurukshetra; Ajaya is the
narrative of the ÔunconquerableÕ Kauravas, who were decimated to the last man. At the heart of
IndiaÕs most powerful empire, a revolution is brewing. Bhishma, the noble patriarch of
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Hastinapura, is struggling to maintain the unity of his empire. On the throne sits Dhritarashtra,
the blind King, and his foreign-born Queen Ð Gandhari. In the shadow of the throne stands
Kunti, the Dowager-Queen, burning with ambition to see her firstborn become the ruler,
acknowledged by all. And in the wings: Parashurama, the enigmatic Guru of the powerful
Southern Confederate, bides his time to take over and impose his will from mountains to ocean.
Ekalavya, a young Nishada, yearns to break free of caste restrictions and become a warrior.
Karna, son of a humble charioteer, travels to the South to study under the foremost Guru of the
day and become the greatest archer in the land. Balarama, the charismatic leader of the Yadavas,
dreams of building the perfect city by the sea and seeing his people prosperous and proud once
more. Takshaka, guerilla leader of the Nagas, foments a revolution by the downtrodden as he lies
in wait in the jungles of India, where survival is the only dharma. Jara, the beggar, and his blind
dog Dharma, walk the dusty streets of India, witness to people and events far greater than they, as
the Pandavas and the Kauravas confront their searing destinies. Amidst the chaos, Prince
Suyodhana, heir of Hastinapura, stands tall, determined to claim his birthright and act according
to his conscience. He is the maker of his own destiny Ð or so he believes. While in the corridors of
the Hastinapura palace, a foreign Prince plots to destroy India. And the dice fallsÉ
The Book of Est
What Happened
Blood Meridian
Dice Man
Die with Zero
A compelling guide to ethical thinking for everyday life In How to
Make Good Decisions and Be Right All the Time Iain King presents an
introduction to moral philosophy from the ancient Greeks to the
Enlightenment and beyond. He argues that right and wrong need a
Newtonian revolution so that they are no longer a matter of judgment
or guesswork and presents a system of simple formulas for solving
difficult moral quandaries. Clearly argued, the book combines new
ideas with old and rips apart traditional tenets of morality,
dismantling even the golden rule that you should "do unto others as
you would have done unto you." In their place, the author constructs a
new, comprehensive system of ethics, identifying the basic DNA of
right and wrong and offering clear advice on how to be good in today's
complicated and challenging world. Sometimes controversial and
thoroughly engaging throughout, How to Make Good Decisions and Be
Right All the Time is required reading for anyone with a difficult
decision to make.
En velbjerget, amerikansk psykiater, der keder sig ved sit vaneliv,
beslutter pludselig at lade terningerne bestemme sine handlinger
"My heart is afraid that it will have to suffer," the boy told the
alchemist one night as they looked up at the moonless sky." Tell your
heart that the fear of suffering is worse than the suffering itself.
And that no heart has ever suffered when it goes in search of its
dreams." Every few decades a book is published that changes the lives
of its readers forever. The Alchemist is such a book. With over a
million and a half copies sold around the world, The Alchemist has
already established itself as a modern classic, universally admired.
Paulo Coelho's charming fable, now available in English for the first
time, will enchant and inspire an even wider audience of readers for
generations to come. The Alchemist is the magical story of Santiago,
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an Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a worldly
treasure as extravagant as any ever found. From his home in Spain he
journeys to the markets of Tangiers and across the Egyptian desert to
a fateful encounter with the alchemist. The story of the treasures
Santiago finds along the way teaches us, as only a few stories have
done, about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, learning
to read the omens strewn along life's path, and, above all, following
our dreams.
How do you price your software? Is it art, science or magic? How much
attention should you pay to your competitors? This short handbook will
provide you with the theory, practical advice and case studies you
need to stop yourself from reaching for the dice. Table of Contents
Chapter 01: Some - but not too much - Economics Chapter 02: Pricing
Psychology: What is your product worth? Chapter 03: Pricing Pitfalls
Chapter 04: Advanced Pricing Chapter 05: What your price says about
you (and how to change it) Why read this book? "At Business of
Software 2007 Michael Pryor held an impromptu session on how to price
your software. So many people turned up, and so many people kept on
arriving, that by the time they d introduced themselves there was no
time left to talk about software pricing. I ve had similar
experiences; in fact, How do I price my software? is probably the most
common question I m asked by software entrepreneurs and product
managers. This handbook is an attempt to answer that question." Neil
Davidson, Author. About the Author Neil Davidson is co-founder and
joint CEO of Red Gate Software. Red Gate was founded in 1999 and now
employs some 150 people. It was Cambridge News business of the year in
2006 and has been in the Sunday Times top 100 companies to work for
three years running. It was founded with no VC money and little debt.
Neil is also founder of the annual Business of Software conference and
runs the Business of Software social network.
The Search for the Dice Man
The Five People You Meet in Heaven
AJAYA
Redeeming Love (Movie Tie-In)
Of Dice and Men
“A free-wheeling vehicle . . . an unforgettable ride!”—The New York Times Cat’s Cradle is Kurt
Vonnegut’s satirical commentary on modern man and his madness. An apocalyptic tale of this
planet’s ultimate fate, it features a midget as the protagonist, a complete, original theology
created by a calypso singer, and a vision of the future that is at once blackly fatalistic and
hilariously funny. A book that left an indelible mark on an entire generation of readers, Cat’s
Cradle is one of the twentieth century’s most important works—and Vonnegut at his very best.
“[Vonnegut is] an unimitative and inimitable social satirist.”—Harper’s Magazine “Our finest
black-humorist . . . We laugh in self-defense.”—Atlantic Monthly
"Soon to be major motion picture"--Cover.
Dice ManAbrams
The Dice Man's son must roll the dice himself as his neat and orderly world begins to crumble.
Larry Rhinehart is the son of the renegade psychiatrist Luke Rhinehart, who introduced the
world to dice-living and dice therapy, where decisions are made not by the self but by the roll of
a die. Since his father deserted him when he was still a child, Larry has bitterly rejected
everything his father stood for. He has embraced order and control. Now a wealthy Wall Street
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analyst, he is about to marry the boss's daughter, and become a good deal wealthier. Then
Homeland Security shows up in Larry’s office searching for his father, who is suspected of
being behind acts of cyber warfare against government, banking and Wall Street interests.
Larry's carefully organized world begins to crumble. Forced to try find his father before the
government can, his search is made in the company of Kim, a sexy admirer of Luke’s. His
quest takes him to Lukedom, a Dice Commune where everyone changes roles every day—to
Larry’s own dicing, which leads to love, a broken engagement, rigging the stock market—and
total chaos. Larry’s search is by turns funny, moving, and erotic. By the time he finally
confronts his father he has been profoundly and hilariously changed and his previously
successful, conservative life has been turned on its head.
WHIM
The Story of Dungeons & Dragons and The People Who Play It
The Book of the Die
How to Make Good Decisions and Be Right All the Time
Sunny Makes a Splash: A Graphic Novel (Sunny #4)
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide
variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank
and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
If someone called you a 'googlewhack' what would you do? Would you end up playing table tennis with
a nine year-old boy in Boston? Would you find yourself in Los Angeles wrangling snakes, or would you
go to China to be licked by a performance artist? If your name is Dave Gorman, then all of these things
could be true. Fuelled by a lust for life and a desperate desire to do anything except what he's supposed
to be doing (writing that novel and growing up), Dave falls under the spell of an obscure internet word
game - Googlewhacking. Addicted to the game, and gripped by obsession, Dave travels three times
round the world, visiting four continents and the unlikeliest cast of real life eccentrics you'll ever meet in
what becomes an epic challenge, a life-changing, globe-trotting Googlewhack adventure.
This definitive book on Dungeons & Dragons, one of the original ultimate nerd subcultures, traces its
origins on the battlefields of ancient Europe through the hysteria that linked it to satanic rituals and teen
suicides, and to its apotheosis as father of the modern video game industry.
This underground classic, written in no-nonsense language by a craps player for a craps player,not a
theorist or mathematician includes some of the most profitable craps advice ever put into print. You'll
learn professional plays and sane money management strategy, honed from 60 years at the table, from
the greatest craps player of all time. You'll learn powerful techniques like finding Qualified Shooters,
Converted Come Bets, locking up wins, finding legitimate winning streaks, controlling and protecting
your bankroll, and how to make 5 to 10 times more on a hot roll than a weaker bettor starting with the
same bets! Grafstein also reveals all the professional plays made at craps his core moves 21 winning
strategies covering both sides of the dice! The new edition of this "Super System" of craps includes 30
professional charts and tables.
Invasion
Getting All You Can from Your Money and Your Life
One Toss of the Dice: The Incredible Story of How a Poem Made Us Modern
Or the Evening Redness in the West
Introduction to Probability

Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an uninspired life. His
job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a tragic accident kills
him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he
learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where your life is explained to you by five
people, some of whom you knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from
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childhood to soldier to old age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth,
illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and revealing the haunting secret behind the
eternal question: "Why was I here?"
The greatest self-help book of all time, according to Dr. Joe Vitale. The Book of est immerses
you in the closed doors of the controversial est trainings popularized in the 1970's.
When his father lost his home and almost everything he owned in the Lloydsnsurance meltdown,
Darius Guppy swore revenge. He cold-bloodedly set out toestore the family fortune by swindling
Lloyds out of #1.8 million, with aaring scheme. He tricked Lloyds out of the money by
pretending he had beenobbed at gunpoint of a stash of precious stones. Lloyds paid up and
Guppy -t the age of 25 - was a millionaire. Nearly two years later the law caughtp with him. He
was disgraced and sentenced to six years in jail.;Now free,uppy tells his story in this book. He
reveals his wild adventures with Lordpencer, of gold smuggling in India, of dealings with
gunmen in New York, andis passionate love for his wife Patricia.
This is a book about Mark E. Smith and The Fall - or more precisely, their ever-influential
world. The Fall were so many things, so many worlds; if you got it (and not everyone did), they
represented everything. 'To 50,000 Fall Fans: please buy this inspired & inspiring, profound &
provocative, beautiful & bonkers Book of Revelations, choc-stock-full of loving Acts by true
Apostles, simultaneously both the scrapbook you wished you'd kept and a portal to futures &
pasts, known & unknown, & a Fantastic Celebration of this Nation's Saving Grace.' DAVID
PEACE 'Mind blowing... brilliant.' TIM BURGESS 'A container sized treasure trove bursting at
the hinges with strangeness and wonder . . . I strongly advise you to buy it.' MAXINE PEAKE
This is not a book about a rock band. This is not even a book about Mark E Smith. This is a book
about The Fall group - or more precisely, their world. Over a prolific forty-year career, the Fall
created a world that was influential, idiosyncratic and fiercely original - and defied simple
categorisation. Their frontman and lyricist Mark E. Smith spun opaque tales that resisted
conventional understanding; the Fall's worldview was an education in its own right. Who
wouldn't want to be armed with a working knowledge of M. R. James, shipping-dock
procedures, contemporary dance, Manchester City and Can? The group inspired and shaped the
lives of those who listened to and tried to make sense of their work. Bringing together previously
unseen artwork, rare ephemera and handwritten material, alongside essays by a slate of fans,
EXCAVATE! is a vivid, definitive record - an illumination of the dark corners of the Fall's
wonderful and frightening world.
The Dice Man
Don't Just Roll the Dice
Inside the Bush White House and Washington's Culture of Deception
American Casino Guide
The Negro Motorist Green Book

Super-intelligent furry aliens suddenly appear from another universe. And they’ve
come to earth to have fun. “Louie” follows fisherman Billy Morton home one day
and he and his family come quickly to love the playful alien. But when Louie
starts using their computer to hack into government and corporate networks, and
steal millions from banks to give to others, they realize that Louie and his friends
mean trouble. Billy, his wife and two sons begin a roller-coaster ride of fame,
fortune, jail, death, resurrection, and a distinguished ranking high on the FBI’s
“Most Wanted” List. The Government soon decides that all these aliens are
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terrorists. They must be eliminated. The aliens are playing games they hope will
help humans to see the insanity of the American political, economic and military
systems. But the Powers That Be don’t play games: they make war.
The cult classic that can still change your life…Let the dice decide! This is the
philosophy that changes the life of bored psychiatrist Luke Rhinehart—and in
some ways changes the world as well. Because once you hand over your life to
the dice, anything can happen. Entertaining, humorous, scary, shocking,
subversive, The Dice Man is one of the cult bestsellers of our time.
Do you look for a change? Would you love to be someone different? Do you
dream of exploring every aspect of your personality? The Dice House gives
people the chance to do just that. Here in Dr. Ratner's commune, patients
surrender all their decisions to the will of the dice. Inner fantasies turn into thrilling
realities, and all that is imaginable become instantly possible. Into this unique
environment is hurled young Matthew, who has been sent there against his will and his charming innocence may not be the only thing he is about to lose.
Inspired by Luke Rhinehart's The Dice Man, Paul Lucas takes a look at life with
the dice.
Let the dice decide! This is the philosophy that changes the life of bored
psychiatrist Luke Rhinehart - and in some ways changes the world as well.
Because once you hand over your life to the dice, anything can happen.
Cat's Cradle
Excavate!
Between the World and Me
Max Jacob: A Life in Art and Letters
Solving the Riddle of Right and Wrong
The first book in the classic vigilante action series from a “writer who spawned a
genre” (The New York Times). Overseas, Mack Bolan was dubbed “Sgt. Mercy”
for the compassion he showed the innocent. On the home front, they’re calling
him the Executioner for what he’s doing to the guilty. In the jungles of Southeast
Asia, American sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills. After twelve years, with
ninety-five confirmed hits, he returns home to Massachusetts. But it’s not to
reunite with his family, it’s to bury them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even
though Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he knows the old man was no killer.
He was driven to madness by Mafia thugs who have turned his idyllic hometown
into a new kind of war zone. Duty calls . . . Introducing an action hero “who would
make Jack Reacher think twice,” this is the first book in the iconic series of
vigilante justice that has become a publishing phenomenon (Empireonline.com).
With more than two hundred million Executioner books sold since its debut, the
series continues to stimulate. Gerry Conway, cocreator of Marvel Comics’ The
Punisher, credits the Executioner as “my inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the
idea for the lone, slightly psychotic avenger.” The series is also now in
development as a major motion picture. War Against the Mafia is the 1st book in
the Executioner series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
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"A startling new philosophy and practical guide to getting the most out of your
money-and out of life-for those who value memorable experiences as much as
their earnings"-‘In the dice cup, then, life becomes not a design but a wager; not an adventure
but a game...’ Brimming with brio and brilliance, John Fuller’s latest collection
comprises exquisite philosophical arguments, dream visions, aphorisms, precise
portraits, colourful fables and tableaux of life. But here too lie shadows: in
departures and deteriorations, in a life balanced delicately between the known
and the unknown. Taken together, The Dice Cup unfolds like a Chinese box of
observations; wit, humour, pathos and playfulness entwine to thrilling and thoughtprovoking effect. It is a late, great work from one of our finest poets.
WHIM is a magical teenager on a quest for the U.T. (ultimate truth) but he is
continually distracted by football, sex and a sixty-foot pot plant. It's tough being
human. WHIM tells the story of a very magical Indian boy who finds that he has
been sent to earth by his Father Lord Chance to discover the Big U.T.(ultimate
truth). As a high school football star just discovering sex, Whim is distracted from
his quest by being in love with the brainy, sexy but very moral Dawn, and also by
his rival Billy Best, who wants to discover u.t. so he can market it and make a
bundle. The novel is filled with Zen-like encounters between Whim and his
Montauk mentor Grain-of-Sand; Narsufin, the great black Sufi sage famous for
his hook shot; and the Abominable Snowman Sage of the Himalayas. In the end
Whim finds his u.t., saves the Montauk nation, and wins the heart (and all other
bodily parts) of his beloved Dawn.
Dice Doctor
The Filthy Truth
Roll the Dice
A Novel
Yes Man
The ‘bible’ for dice living – for everyone who has been inspired by
the cult classic THE DICE MAN.
In the tradition of The Swerve comes this thrilling, detective-like
work of literary history that reveals how a poem created the world we
live in today. It was, improbably, the forerunner of our digital age:
a French poem about a shipwreck published in 1897 that, with its mindbending possibilities of being read up and down, backward and
forward, even sideways, launched modernism. Stéphane Mallarmé’s "One
Toss of the Dice," a daring, twenty-page epic of ruin and recovery,
provided an epochal “tipping point,” defining the spirit of the age
and anticipating radical thinkers of the twentieth century, from
Albert Einstein to T. S. Eliot. Celebrating its intrinsic influence
on our culture, renowned scholar R. Howard Bloch masterfully decodes
the poem still considered among the most enigmatic ever written. In
Bloch’s shimmering portrait of Belle Époque Paris, Mallarmé stands as
the spiritual giant of the era, gathering around him every Tuesday a
luminous cast of characters including Émile Zola, Victor Hugo, Claude
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Monet, André Gide, Claude Debussy, Oscar Wilde, and even the future
French prime minister Georges Clemenceau. A simple schoolteacher
whose salons and prodigious literary talent won him the adoration of
Paris’s elite, Mallarmé achieved the reputation of France’s greatest
living poet. He was so beloved that mourners crowded along the Seine
for his funeral in 1898, many refusing to depart until late into the
night, leaving Auguste Renoir to ponder, “How long will it take for
nature to make another such a mind?” Over a century later, the allure
of Mallarmé’s linguistic feat continues to ignite the imaginations of
the world’s greatest thinkers. Featuring a new, authoritative
translation of the French poem by J. D. McClatchy, One Toss of the
Dice reveals how a literary masterpiece launched the modernist
movement, contributed to the rise of pop art, influenced modern Web
design, and shaped the perceptual world we now inhabit. And as Alex
Ross remarks in The New Yorker, "If you can crack [Mallarmé’s] poems,
it seems, you can crack the riddles of existence." In One Toss of the
Dice, Bloch finally, and brilliantly, dissects one of literary
history’s greatest mysteries to reveal how a poem made us modern.
The former White House press secretary examines how and why the Bush
administration went awry, providing a look at George W. Bush and his
top aides in terms of such crises as Hurricane Katrina, the Iraq war,
and Washington's political infighting.
1940 Edition
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